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Self-organization outside the thermodynamic equilibrium is
important in the context of life,[1, 2] and has inspired develop-
ment of artificial dynamic materials and systems[3, 4] on scales
from molecular,[5–9] through nanoscopic[10–12] and micro-
scopic,[13,14] to macroscopic.[15, 16] One of the singular features
of non-equilibrium self-organization in cells or organisms is
their ability to couple several subsystems into larger, dynamic
machinery.[2] In man-made ensembles, such synthetic ability is
largely lacking, though there are some interesting examples
where molecular-scale, non-equilibrium systems such as
chemical oscillators control dimensions/contractility of gels
or polymers[17, 18] or periodically shift complexation or precip-
itation equilibria.[19–22] The motivation of the present work is
to design and implement a chemical system in which a
molecular-scale subsystem would couple to and control
dynamic self-organization of nanoscopic part.[23] This sub-
system is a pH oscillator[24–26] (pH “clock”) that controls the
dissociation of acidic head-groups on the surface of metal
nanoparticles (NPs). We show that with a proper control over
electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) forces between the
NPs,[27] the clock can then cause a rhythmic assembly/
disassembly of the NPs. Additionally, in spatially distributed
media, the pH oscillations can translate into the propagation
of NP aggregation fronts or surface phenomena, such as
deposition and removal of NP-based surface coatings.

Although conceptually straightforward (Figure 1a), the
ability to couple pH oscillations with reversible NP aggrega-
tion requires careful engineering of the interparticle forces at
a molecular scale. The two key effects to consider are the vdW
attractions between the NPs and the electrostatic repulsions
between the molecules forming self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs)[28, 29] on nanoparticle surfaces. Specifically, when the
pH clock “spikes” to high pH and deprotonates the SAMs, the

electrostatic repulsions should be able to overcome vdW
attractions; conversely, when the oscillator is in a low-pH
state, the vdW forces should be strong enough to affect NP
aggregation. To match these criteria, 1) the pKa of the SAMs
covering the NPs should be within the pH range of the
oscillator (such that the oscillations can significantly affect the
fractions of protonated/deprotonated molecules within the
SAM, and 2) the magnitudes of electrostatic and vdW forces
acting in the system should be commensurate; as we have
shown previously,[30] the second point is true for NPs that are a
few nanometers in diameter, for which the magnitudes of
electrostatic and vdW interactions are on the order of several
kT.[31] As the interaction energies are relatively small, the
aggregation/dispersion phenomena might be expected to be
sensitive to the thickness of the SAMs (determining the
distance between the NPs metal cores and thus the maximal
magnitude of vdW interactions between the particles).[27]

With these design guidelines in mind, we considered a
system based on the so-called methylene glycol/sulfite/
gluconolactone (MGSG) oscillator.[24–26] Our choice was
motivated by the fact that this oscillator covers a relatively
broad range of pH (ca. 6.8 to ca. 9.3) and is based on simple
chemical reactions that are not expected to interfere with
typical SAMs. We then tested Au and/or AgNPs with average
diameters in different samples d = 6.5–10 nm (standard devi-
ations: s = 10–15 %) and functionalized with alkane thiolates
terminated in acidic groups; for example, mercaptoundeca-
noic acid, MUA (pKa in solution ca. 4.8, pKa in a SAM
reported between 6 and 8;[32] para-mercaptophenol, (pKa in
solution ca. 9.3[33]); and 2-fluoro para-mercaptophenol, FMP

Figure 1. Nanoparticle oscillators. a) The experimental setup and the
coupling of the pH oscillator to NP aggregation/dispersion.
MG = methylene glycol, GL = gluconolactone. b) AuNPs coated with
2-fluoro para-mercaptophenol (FMP) ligands. Blue: low pH, protonat-
ed; red: high pH, deprotonated. c) Oscillations in pH and in NP
aggregation are in-phase. Blue curve: solution pH; red: size of the NP
aggregates measured concurrently by dynamic light scattering.
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(pKa� 8.3;[34] Figure 1b). The NPs stabilized with mercap-
toundecanoic acid did not aggregate at all over the pH range
of the oscillator, which is most likely because majority of
MUA ligands are deprotonated over this range and the
interparticle repulsions are strong; at the same time, the vdW
attractions between the metal cores are weak (because MUA
SAMs are relatively thick: ca. 1.6 nm). The opposite behavior
was observed with NPs stabilized with para-mercaptophenol
SAMs. In this case, the particles remained aggregated over
the entire pH range; this behavior could be attributed to the
fact that for this high-pKa ligand, the electrostatic repulsions
are weak whereas vdW attractions are relatively strong
(because the SAM is only about 0.5 nm thick). Oscillatory
aggregation was observed only in systems comprising NPs
functionalized with 2-fluoro para-mercaptophenol.

Most experiments were performed in a continuously
stirred tank reactor (CSTR) configuration, in which reactants
are fed and products removed continuously and oscillations
can be sustained indefinitely (Figure 1a). Specifically, 10–
30 mm solutions (in terms of metal atoms) of Au/FMP or Ag/
FMPNPs were flowed into a 10 mL CSTR at 0.06 mLmin�1.
Concurrently, two other solutions (constituting the compo-
nents of the MGSG pH oscillator)[24–26] were fed through the
reactor at 1.52 mLmin�1: 1) sodium sulfite/sodium bisulfite
buffer ([SO3

2�] = 0.01m, [HSO3
�] = 0.1m), and 2) a solution of

formaldehyde (0.2m) and gluconolactone (0.0134m). The pH
in the reactor was monitored by a pH electrode (Metler
Toledo), and the temperature was kept constant at (22.0�
0.2) 8C.

The key feature of this system is that the pKa of the FMP
ligands on the NPs falls within the pH range of 6.8–9.3 for the
MGSG oscillator (Figure 1 c). Consequently, when the oscil-
lator is in the low-pH state, the majority of the ligands are
protonated and the electrostatic repulsions between the NPs
are weak; under such circumstances, the interparticle inter-
actions are dominated by van der Waals attractions, and the
NPs aggregate. When, however, the oscillator “spikes” to pH
� 9.3, the ligands become deprotonated (zeta potential
decreases from about �40 mV to �50 mV) and the charge–
charge interparticle repulsions cause the particles to disperse.
In other words, the chemical pH oscillations translate into and
are in-phase with the rhythmic aggregation/dispersion of the
NPs (Figure 1c). These NP oscillations manifest themselves in
pronounced color changes (Figure 2; Supporting Information,
Movies 1 and 2), which are due to the electrodynamic
coupling[35, 36] between the aggregated NPs (when NP cores
are separated only by the SAMs; ca. 1 nm) and lack of such
coupling between dispersed particles (when the average
distance between NPs is over 100 nm). The specific colors
depend on the nature of the nanoparticle metal cores. For
example, solutions containing AuFMP NPs oscillate between
purple and red (Figure 2a) reflecting the positions of the
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band (lagg

max,Au = 563 nm for
NP aggregates and lfree

max,Au = 523 nm for free particles). Silver-
based systems change color from dark yellow (lagg

max,Au =

460 nm) to light yellow (lfree
max,Au = 429 nm; Figure 2b). An

interesting optical behavior is seen in oscillators comprising
both AuFMP and AgFMP NPs (Figure 2c; Supporting Infor-
mation, Movie 3). For the free NPs, the SPR band of

AgFMP NPs at 424 nm is stronger than that of AuFMPNPs
at about 520 nm. When, however, the NPs aggregate, the Au
band at about 544 nm becomes more intense. This effect is
due to the fact that the resonant frequency of aggregated
AgFMP NPs is shifted to longer wavelength by the nearby
AuNPs in the aggregate.[30, 32, 36] We note that for all NP types,
the observed colors do not change perceptibly when NP
concentrations change (as electrodynamic coupling is mostly
due to near-neighbor interactions in the NP aggregates[35–37]),
but the sizes of the aggregates increase with nanoparticle
concentration, (for example, ca. 300 nm for 0.02 mm NP
solutions, ca. 500 nm for 0.2 mm, and ca. 800 nm for 2 mm).

The NPs oscillate rather than irreversibly clump together
because the electrostatic interparticle repulsions induced by
the high-pH state of the MGSG oscillator can compete
effectively with the always-present vdW attractions between
the particles. To show this, we consider pairwise[37] NP–NP
interactions acting in the system. The interparticle vdW
energy[27,30] is given by Equation (1):

uvdW ¼ �
A
3

R2
c

d2 � 4R2
c
þ R2

c

d2 þ
1
2

ln 1� 4R2
c

d2

� �� �
ð1Þ

where A = 4 � 10�19 J is the Hamaker constant for gold across
water,[38] Rc is the radius of the metal core, and d = 2R + h =

2(Rc+d) + h) is the distance between centers of two NPs,
where R is the radius of SAM-covered NP, d is the SAM
thickness, and h is the distance of closest approach between
two NPs. Electrostatic interactions between charged NPs in
ionic solution are derived from the appropriate electrostatic
potentials, f, by thermodynamic integration, and, unlike
simple DLVO model,[39] account for charge regulation at the
surfaces of the NP.[27, 30] Following electrostatic calculations
(Supporting Information, Section 1), the vdW, electrostatic,
and total interaction potentials can be calculated for different
pH values. Figure 3a shows that for the low-pH state of the
oscillator (pH 6.8), the net interaction between the NPs is
dominated by the vdW forces and is attractive; that is,

Figure 2. Color changes in various types of NP oscillators. In all cases,
the metal cores of the NPs are coated with FMP ligands. a–c) Upper:
Oscillators based on a 0.2 mm solution of (6.4�0.9) nm Au NPs (a); a
0.2 mm solution of (6.5�1.0) nm AgNPs (b); and a mixture of
0.067 mm AuNPs and 0.133 mm AgNPs (c). Below: UV/Vis spectra
corresponding to the low- and high-pH states of the oscillators shown
in (a–c).
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particles tend to aggregate. For pH 9.3 (Figure 3b), however,
the interparticle potential becomes repulsive and the particles
disperse.

When bulk NP oscillations are coupled to transport or
surface phenomena, they can give rise to various spatiotem-
poral phenomena and patterns. For example, when a homo-
geneous mixture of the MGSG reactants and aggregated NPs
is placed in an unstirred tube, the free liquid/air interface
initiates an autocatalytic front of NP deaggregation/color
change that propagates along the tube with a velocity of about
1.5 cms�1 (Figure 4a; Supporting Information, Movie 4). The
mechanism of this front propagation is analogous to that
described for molecular systems,[40] and the fact that it starts
near the interface is due to interfacial fluctuations. In a
potentially more practical example, NP oscillations can drive
surface deposition and cleaning of nanoparticles. This is
illustrated in Figure 4b, which shows a biphasic toluene/water
system in which the FMP-coated NPs can reside either at the
liquid–liquid interface or can wet and deposit on the glass
walls of the container. As we described elsewhere,[41] the

preference for either of these locations depends, to the first
approximation, on the pH; when the FMP ligands on the
particles are protonated, these NPs prefer to deposit onto the
walls of the container; when the ligands are deprotonated, the
particles prefer the liquid–liquid interface. Not surprisingly,
when this system is coupled to the pH oscillations in the
aqueous phase, the NPs rhythmically deposit on the glass
walls and then wash away from them.

In summary, we demonstrated that chemical oscillations
can translate into and can control rhythmic aggregation of
nanoscopic particles. As these phenomena derive from
relatively simple balance between vdW and charge–charge
interactions, it should be possible to extend them to other
charged nanoscale entities, including biological compounds
such as DNA or proteins (though, in such cases, the range of
pH should be adjusted carefully to prevent denaturation). In a
wider context, control of nanoscale systems by nonlinear
chemical kinetics could open new avenues for research on
dynamic/non-equilibrium nanostructured materials.[3, 4,10, 11]
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(2 mL:1.25 mL). This rhythmic process is driven by the pH oscillations
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